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Overview

I Introduction to effective field theory.

I The TopFitter approach.

I Results.

I Outlook.
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Motivation

I The SM has been highly successful...

I ...despite us having good reasons to doubt its validity (e.g.
hierarchy problem, dark matter, naturalness).

I Plethora of BSM models that are not ruled out by precision
tests.

I How, then, should we look for new physics?
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Two paths to new physics

I Two main ways to search:

(i) Choose a specific model (e.g. SUSY, technicolor, composite
Higgs), and confront with data. Many assumptions, although
can choose “generic” scenarios.

(ii) Effective theory: write down possible corrections to SM on
general grounds. Can be completely model-independent!

I The second approach is only valid if the energy scale of new
physics is above that probed in data.

I Absence of clear new physics at LHC is a reasonable, but not
necessarily sufficient, motivation.
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Effective field theory

I Basic idea: can parametrise generic corrections to the SM
using higher dimensional operators:

L = LSM +
∞∑

n=5

∑

i

c
(n)
i

Λn
O(n)

i

I Λ is the energy scale at which new physics first appears.

I Each operator O(n)
i is of mass dimension n, and contains SM

fields only. Gauge invariance manifest.

I {c(n)
i } are undetermined coefficients, that would be fixed by a

particular new physics model.
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EFT - clarifying example

I Imagine there is a new vector boson with mass MV :

I The Feynman diagram on the left is ∝ g2
V (s −m2

V )−1, where
gV is the coupling of V to the quarks.

I If V is very heavy, one may approximate

g2
V

s −M2
V

→ − g2
V

M2
V

≡ ci
Λ2
,

with ci ∝ g2
V , and Λ the new particle mass.
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EFT - clarifying example

I The result for large MV looks like an effective Feynman rule.

I Comes from an operator in the Lagrangian involving four
(anti-)quark fields - indeed dimension six.

I Corrections to the propagator approximation involve more
powers of 1/M2

V , so are further suppressed.

I Other effective operators are possible from different types of
new physics particle at high energy.
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Dimension six operators

I There is only a single independent dimension 5 operator,
which generates neutrino masses and mixings.

I Dimension six operators originally classified by Buchmuller,
Wyler; Burgess, Schnitzer; Leung, Love, Rao.

I Not all of these are independent - equations of motion can be
used to reduce the set to 59 (Grzadkowski, Iskrzynski, Misiak,
Rosiek). Usually referred to as the “Warsaw basis”.

I The choice of operator basis is not unique. Some choices may
be optimised for different applications (e.g. Higgs, top).

I Another choice commonly used in top physics is due to
Zhang, Willenbrock.
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Top physics in the Warsaw basis

I Potentially 16 operators affecting the top sector:

O1
qq = (q̄γµq)(q̄γµq) OuW = (q̄σµν

τ
I u)φ̃W I

µν O3
φq = i(φ†

τ
IDµφ)(q̄γµ

τ
I q)

O3
qq = (q̄γµτ

I q)(q̄γµ
τ
I q) OuG = (q̄σµν

λ
Au)φ̃GA

µν O1
φq = i(φ†Dµφ)(q̄γµq)

Ouu = (ūγµu)(ūγµu) OG = fABCGAν
µ GBλ

ν G
Cµ
λ

OuB = (q̄σµνu)φ̃Bµν

O8
qu = (q̄γµTAq)(ūγµTAu) O

G̃
= fABC G̃Aν

µ GBλ
ν G

Cµ
λ

Oφu = (φ† iDµφ)(ūγµu)

O8
qd = (q̄γµTAq)(d̄γµTAd) OφG = (φ†

φ)GA
µνGAµν O

φG̃
= (φ†

φ)G̃A
µνGAµν

O8
ud = (ūγµTAu)(d̄γµTAd)

I Each of these gives new effective Feynman rules, that can be
included in top quark production / decay.

I Leads to a general, model-independent programme for
constraining new physics in the top sector.
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Global fits of EFT
I Assuming the new physics scale Λ is sufficiently high, we can

constrain new physics in the top sector as follows:
1. Pick a set of observables O involving tops (e.g. total

cross-sections, pT and invariant mass distributions, spin
correlation measurements).

2. Generate theory predictions f (C) depending on EFT operator
coefficients C.

3. For each choice of C, define

χ2(C) =
∑

O

∑

i,j

(fi (C)− Ei )ρi,j(fj(C)− Ej)

σiσj

where ρij is the correlation matrix, and

σi =
√
σ2
th,i + σ2

exp,i .

4. Minimise the χ2, construct confidence contours etc.
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Global fits of EFT

I Different datasets constrain different operators.

I For full model independence, need to include all operators in
the top sector.

I Also need as many datasets as possible (top pair, single top,
production and decay observables).

I This poses considerable technical challenges.
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Challenges for Global Fits

I Theory predictions for observables should ideally include
higher order QCD corrections, parton shower effects etc.

I It is not feasible to run Monte Carlo generators for all
observables at each step in the χ2 minimisation.

I Especially true given that the number of observables can be
large (over 200 individual bins).

I Can make progress using techniques borrowed from Monte
Carlo tuning (Buckley et. al.).
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Analytic parametrisation

I A given observable (e.g. bin of a distribution) can be
approximated by a fitting function:

fb({Ci}) = αb
0 +

∑

i

βbi Ci +
∑

i≤j
γbi ,jCiCj + . . . .

I Can sample N � dim{ci} points in the parameter space, and
fit coefficients βi etc. using fast matrix inversion techniques.

I Resulting interpolating function can be used for very fast
theory calculations, as input in the global fit.

I Technique well tested in the Professor MC tuning framework.

I Here it should do even better, as the polynomial dependence
is exact for some observables at parton level.
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TopFitter

I The TopFitter collaboration has produced a proof of principle
global fit of top quark EFT (Buckley, Englert, Ferrando,
Miller, Moore, Russell, White).

I Theory is LO parton level, supplemented by (bin-by-bin) K
factors to estimate NLO QCD effects.

I Operators neglected if completely unconstrained by data, or if
interference with SM is heavily suppressed - 12 remain.

I For full details, see arXiv:1506.08845 and arXiv:1512.03360.

I Related work (in top sector) by Perelló Roselló, Vos; Bylund,
Maltoni, Tsinikos, Vryonidou, Zhang.
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Datasets

Dataset
p

s (TeV) Measurements arXiv ref. Dataset
p

s (TeV) Measurements arXiv ref.

Top pair production

Total cross-sections: Di↵erential cross-sections:

ATLAS 7 lepton+jets 1406.5375 ATLAS 7 pT (t), Mtt̄, |ytt̄| 1407.0371

ATLAS 7 dilepton 1202.4892 CDF 1.96 Mtt̄ 0903.2850

ATLAS 7 lepton+tau 1205.3067 CMS 7 pT (t), Mtt̄, yt, ytt̄ 1211.2220

ATLAS 7 lepton w/o b jets 1201.1889 CMS 8 pT (t), Mtt̄, yt, ytt̄ 1505.04480

ATLAS 7 lepton w/ b jets 1406.5375 D/0 1.96 Mtt̄, pT (t), |yt| 1401.5785

ATLAS 7 tau+jets 1211.7205

ATLAS 7 tt̄, Z�, WW 1407.0573 Charge asymmetries:

ATLAS 8 dilepton 1202.4892 ATLAS 7 AC (inclusive+Mtt̄, ytt̄) 1311.6742

CMS 7 all hadronic 1302.0508 CMS 7 AC (inclusive+Mtt̄, ytt̄) 1402.3803

CMS 7 dilepton 1208.2761 CDF 1.96 AFB (inclusive+Mtt̄, ytt̄) 1211.1003

CMS 7 lepton+jets 1212.6682 D/0 1.96 AFB (inclusive+Mtt̄, ytt̄) 1405.0421

CMS 7 lepton+tau 1203.6810

CMS 7 tau+jets 1301.5755 Top widths:

CMS 8 dilepton 1312.7582 D/0 1.96 �top 1308.4050

CDF + D/0 1.96 Combined world average 1309.7570 CDF 1.96 �top 1201.4156

Single top production W-boson helicity fractions:

ATLAS 7 t-channel (di↵erential) 1406.7844 ATLAS 7 1205.2484

CDF 1.96 s-channel (total) 1402.0484 CDF 1.96 1211.4523

CMS 7 t-channel (total) 1406.7844 CMS 7 1308.3879

CMS 8 t-channel (total) 1406.7844 D/0 1.96 1011.6549

D/0 1.96 s-channel (total) 0907.4259

D/0 1.96 t-channel (total) 1105.2788

Associated production Run II data

ATLAS 7 tt̄� 1502.00586 CMS 13 tt̄ (dilepton) 1510.05302

ATLAS 8 tt̄Z 1509.05276

CMS 8 tt̄Z 1406.7830

Table 1: The measurements entering our fit. Details of each are described in the text.

Experimental uncertainties: We generally have no control over these. In cases where

statistical and systematic (and luminosity) errors are recorded separately, we add them

in quadrature. Correlations between measurements are also an issue: the unfolding of

measured distributions to parton-level introduces some correlation between neighbouring

bins. If estimates of these e↵ects have been provided in the experimental analysis, we use

this information in the fit, if they are not, we assume zero correlation. However, we have

checked that bin correlations have little e↵ect on our numerical results.

There will also be correlations between apparently separate measurements. The multitude

of di↵erent top pair production cross-section measurements will clearly be correlated due

to overlapping event selection criteria and detector e↵ects, etc. Without a full study

of the correlations between di↵erent decay channels measured by the same experiment,

these e↵ects cannot be completely taken into account, but based on the negligible e↵ects

of the bin-by-bin correlations on our numerical results we can expect these e↵ects to be

small as well.

Standard Model theoretical uncertainties: These stem from the choice of parton

distribution functions (PDFs), as well as neglected higher-order perturbative corrections.

As is conventional, we model the latter by varying the renormalisation and factorisation

5
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Datasets

I Mix of top pair, single top, and associated production.

I 227 individual measurements in total.

I Neglecting associated production, can decompose operators
into orthogonal sets of 6 and 3, constrained by top pair and
single top / decay observables respectively.

I Associated (tt̄V ) production currently does not change this
picture much, due to large experimental uncertainties.

I Can constrain operator coefficients in two ways:

(i) By setting all other coefficients to zero;
(ii) By marginalising over all other operators.

I Results presented for both choices.
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Results
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Figure 6: Left: Individual (red) and marginalised (blue) 95% confidence intervals on

dimension-six operators from top pair production and single top production (bottom three).

Right: Marginalised 95 % bounds considering all data from LHC and Tevatron (green) vs

Tevatron only (purple).

power-counting arguments of the previous paragraph that allowed us to reject the operators

OdW , O'ud at order ⇤�2 would not be clear in an anomalous coupling framework. In

addition, the four-quark operator O
(3)
qq in eq. (10) can have a substantial e↵ect on single-top

production, but this can only be captured by an EFT approach. For a detailed comparison

of these approaches, see e.g. Ref. [125]. The 95% confidence limits on these operators

from single top production are shown in Fig. (6), along with those operators previously

discussed in top pair production.

Let us compare these results to our findings of section 4.1. The bounds on operators

from top pair production are typically stronger.

The so-called chromomagnetic moment operator OuG is also tightly constrained, owing

to its appearance in both the qq̄ and gg channels, i.e. it is sensitive to both Tevatron and

LHC measurements. For the four-quark operators, the stronger bounds are typically on

the C1
i -type. This originates from the more pronounced e↵ect on kinematic distributions

that they have. The phenomenology of the C2
i -type operators is SM-like, and their e↵ect

becomes only visible in the tails of distributions.

The much wider marginalised bounds on these two operators stems from the relative

sign between their interference term and those of the other operators, which results in

cancellations in the total cross-section that significantly widen the allowed ranges of Ci.

With the exception of Ct, which strongly modifies the single top production cross-

section, the individual bounds on the operator coe�cients from single top production are

typically weaker. This originates from the larger experimental uncertainties on single top

production, that stem from the multitude of di↵erent backgrounds that contaminate this

13

I Upper 6 constrained by top pair, lower 3 by single top.
I Top pair more constraining, as expected.
I Can clearly see the importance of LHC data.
I Can also look at correlations between operators...
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Figure 4: 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals for selected combinations of operators

contributing to top pair production, with all remaining operators set to zero. The star marks

the best fit point, indicating good agreement with the Standard Model. Here C̄i = Civ
2/⇤2.

Wt production to a future study, going beyond parton level. The operators that could lead

to deviations from SM predictions are shown below

LD6 �
CuW

⇤2
(q̄�µ⌫⌧ Iu) '̃W I

µ⌫ +
C

(3)
'q

⇤2
i('† !D I

µ')(q̄�µ⌧ Iq)

+
C'ud

⇤2
('† !D µ')(ū�µd) +

CdW

⇤2
(q̄�µ⌫⌧ Id) '̃W I

µ⌫

+
C

(3)
qq

⇤2
(q̄�µ⌧

Iq)(q̄�µ⌧ Iq) +
C

(1)
qq

⇤2
(q̄�µq)(q̄�

µq) +
C

(1)
qu

⇤2
(q̄�µq)(ū�

µu) .

(10)

As in top pair production there are several simplifications which reduce this operator

set. The right-chiral down quark fields appearing in OdW and O'ud cause these operators’

interference with the left-chiral SM weak interaction to be proportional to the relevant

down-type quark mass. For example, an operator insertion of O33
'ud will always contract

with the SM Wtb -vertex to form a term of order mb mt C
33
'ud/⇤

2. Since mb is much less

than both ŝ and the other dimensionful parameters that appear, v and mt, we may choose

to neglect these operators. By the same rationale we neglect O
(1)
qu as its contribution

to observables is O(mu). We have further checked numerically that the contribution of

11

I Red star is best fit point.
I All results so far consistent with SM.
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Figure 5: Left: 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals on the operators CG vs. C1
u ,

considering di↵erential and total cross-sections (contours, red star), and total cross-sections

only (lines, white star). Right: Limits on C33
uG vs. C1

u, considering both Tevatron and LHC

data (contours) and Tevatron data only (lines).

these operators is practically negligible. Finally, all contributing four-fermion partonic

subprocesses depend only on the linear combination of Wilson Coe�cients:

Ct = C(3)1331
qq + 1

6
(C(1)1331

qq � C(3)1331
qq ) (11)

Single top production can thus be characterised by the three dimension-six operators

OuW , O
(3)
'q and Ot.

As noted in the introduction, several model-independent studies have noted the poten-

tial for uncovering new physics in single top production, though these have typically been

expressed in terms of anomalous couplings, via the Lagrangian

LWtb =
gp
2
b̄�µ(VLPL + VRPR)tW�

µ +
gp
2
b̄
i�µ⌫q⌫
MW

(gLPL + gRPR)tW�
µ + h.c. (12)

where q = pt � pb. There is a one-to-one mapping between this Lagrangian and those

dimension-six operators that modify the Wtb vertex:

VL ! Vtb + C(3)
'q v2/⇤2 VR !

1

2
C'udv

2/⇤2

gL !
p

2CuW v2/⇤2 gR !
p

2CdW v2/⇤2 (13)

What, then, is the advantage of using higher-dimensional operators when anomalous

couplings capture most of the same physics? The advantages are manifold. Firstly, the

12

I Left plot: constraints with / without differential cross-section
data.

I Right plot: constraints with / without LHC data.
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Associated Production
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Figure 7: Individual 95% confidence intervals for the operators of 14 from tt̄� and tt̄Z pro-

duction (green) and in the two cases where there is overlap, from single top measurements

(blue).

the constraints from associated production measurements are comparable with those from

single top production, despite the relative paucity of the former.

4.4 Decay observables

This completes the list of independent dimension-six operators that a↵ect top quark pro-

duction cross-sections. However, dimension-six operators may also contribute (at interfer-

ence level) to observables relating to top quark decay. Top quarks decay almost 100% of

the time to a W and b quark. The fraction of these events which decay to W -bosons with

a given helicity: left-handed, right-handed or zero-helicity, can be expressed in terms of

helicity fractions, which for leading order with a finite b-quark mass are

F0 =
(1� y2)2 � x2(1 + y2)

(1� y2)2 + x2(1� 2x2 + y2)

FL =
x2(1� x2 + y2) +

p
�

(1� y2)2 + x2(1� 2x2 + y2)

FR =
x2(1� x2 + y2)�

p
�

(1� y2)2 + x2(1� 2x2 + y2)

(15)

where x = MW /mt, y = mb/mt and � = 1+x4+y4�2x2y2�2x2�2y2. As noted in Ref. [40],

measurements of these fractions can be translated into bounds on the operator OuW . (The

operator O
(3)
'q cannot be accessed in this way, since its only e↵ect is to rescale the Wtb

vertex V 2
tb ! Vtb

⇣
Vtb + v2C

(3)
'q /⇤2

⌘
, therefore it has no e↵ect on event kinematics.) The

desirable feature of these quantities is that they are relatively stable against higher order

corrections, so the associated scale uncertainties are small. The Standard Model NNLO

estimates for these are: {FL, F0, FR} = {0.687±0.005, 0.311±0.005, 0.0017±0.0001} [126],

i.e. the uncertainties are at the per mille level. It is interesting to ask whether the

15

I Have studied impact of
tt̄V (V = γ,Z )
measurements.

I Much weaker constraints
than top pair where
relevant (not shown).

I In some cases, tt̄V
constraints better than
single top.

I As more data becomes available, a full global fit will be
necessary.
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W boson helicity fractions
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Figure 8: 95% bounds on the operator OuW obtained from data on top quark helicity frac-

tions (blue) vs. single top production cross-sections (red), and both sets of measurements

combined (purple).

bound obtained on OuW in this way is stronger than that obtained from cross-section

measurements. In Figure 8 we show the constraints obtained in each way. Although

they are in excellent agreement with each other, cross-section information gives a slightly

stronger bound, mainly due to the larger amount of data available, but also due to the

large experimental uncertainties on Fi.

4.5 Charge asymmetries

Asymmetries in the production of top quark pairs have received a lot of attention in recent

years, particularly due to an apparent discrepancy between the Standard Model prediction

for the so-called ‘forward-backward’ asymmetry AFB in top pair production

AFB =
N(�y > 0)�N(�y < 0)

N(�y > 0) + N(�y < 0)
(16)

where �y = yt � yt̄, and a measurement by CDF [127]. This discrepancy was most

pronounced in the high invariant mass region, pointing to potential TeV-scale physics at

play. However, recent work has cast doubts on its significance for two reasons: Firstly, an

updated analysis with higher statistics [84] has slightly lowered the excess. Secondly, a full

NNLO QCD calculation [128] of AFB showed that, along with NLO QCD + electroweak

calculations [129–131] the radiative corrections to AFB are large. The current measurements

are now consistent with the Standard Model within 2�. Moreover, the D/0 experiment

reports [85] a high-invariant mass measurement lower than the SM prediction. From a

new physics perspective, it is di�cult to accommodate all of this information in a simple,

uncontrived model without tension.

Still, in an e↵ective field theory approach, deviations from the Standard Model predic-

tion of AFB take a very simple form. A non-zero asymmetry arises from the di↵erence of

four-quark operators:

AFB = (C1
u � C2

u + C1
d � C2

d)
3ŝ�

4g2
s⇤

2(3� �2)
, (17)

16

I There is a single operator
constrained by both
helicity measurements in
top pair, and single top
production.

I Constraints comparable
from both sources.

I Not all helicity measurements can be included due to
assumptions in experimental analysis.
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Goodness of fit
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Figure 11: �2 per bin between measurement and the interpolated best fit point, for mea-

surements considered in this fit. Colours: Green: ATLAS 7 TeV, Magenta: ATLAS 8

TeV, Blue: CMS 7 TeV, Turquoise: CMS 8 TeV, Red: D/0, Orange: CDF, Purple: CMS

13 TeV.

19

I Can examine goodness of
fit (χ2 per d.o.f.) for each
dataset.

I No significant tensions
observed at this stage.

I Will be interesting as
more (precise) data is
added.
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What next?

I More statistics will be very useful, particularly for tt̄V and
single top.

I Spin correlation measurements are crucial for pinning down
the difference between CP even / odd operators.

I Some discussion would be useful about what is best to
measure for polarisation-based observables.

I Jet substructure studies at 13 TeV would be very interesting,
as they isolate the kinematic regime where EFT deviations are
enhanced.
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EFT and boosted kinematics

I Tails of distributions sensitive to EFT effects, even if total
rates are not.
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Conclusions

I Exciting time for top quark physics!

I Absence of clear new physics means its energy scale could
exceed that of the data.

I Can then use EFT to probe new physics in a
model-independent way.

I Have shown that global fits of EFT in the top sector are
possible.

I Ongoing dialogue useful for enhancing usefulness of data and
theory.
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